This paper investigates the user grouping problem of downlink wireless local area networks (WLANs) with multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO). Particularly, we focus on the problem of whether single user transmit beamforming (SU-TxBF) or MU-MIMO should be utilized, and how many users and which users should be in a multi-user (MU) group. We formulate the problem for maximizing the system throughput subject to the multi-user air time fairness (MU-ATF) criterion. We show that hypergraphs provide a suitable mathematical model and effective tool for finding the optimal or close to optimal solution. We show that the optimal grouping problem can be solved efficiently for the case where only SU-TxBF and 2-user MU groups are allowed in the system. For the general case, where any number of users can be assigned to groups of different sizes, we develop an efficient graph matching algorithm (GMA) based on graph theory principles. We evaluate the proposed algorithm in terms of system throughput using an 802.11ac emulator, which is created using collected channel measurements from an indoor environment and simulated channel samples for outdoor scenarios. We show that our GMA achieves at least 93% of the optimal system throughput in all considered test cases.
Introduction
It is predicted that by 2019 more than 60% of the smart phone and tablet traffic in the U.S. will be carried over wireless local area networks (WLANs) [1] . The IEEE 802.11 WLAN Task Groups are pursing of gigabit wireless communications to further increase the throughput and spectral efficiency [2] . As an enabling technology for increasing system throughput, beamforming in multiple antenna systems has been introduced in new generation WLANs, such as 802.11ac and 802.11ax [3] . In a beamforming system, transmit precoding techniques [4, 5] enable a multiple antenna transmission system to steer one or multiple spatial streams to one or multiple end-users simultaneously sharing the same frequency band. In the single user transmit beamforming (SU-TxBF) mode, the transmitter focuses the energy towards one particular direction. Compared with the omnidirectional transmission, SU-TxBF results in a higher signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the target receiver, enabling higher data rate. In the multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) mode, the system transmits multiple spatial streams that are directed to spatially separated receivers. It has been shown theoretically that the capacity of an MU-MIMO system increases linearly with the number of transmit antennas or the number of receive antennas, whichever is lower [6, 7] . The * Corresponding author.
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MU-MIMO system throughput improvement has also been demonstrated empirically in [8] [9] [10] . Another advantage over traditional MIMO systems is that MU-MIMO systems are beneficial even with single-antenna end user terminal, which reduces the device's size and cost.
In a typical WLAN scenario, it is the access point (AP) that directs simultaneous multi-stream transmissions to multiple stations. The challenge is that the number of mobile stations that need to be served can be much larger than the number of transmit antennas, N t , at the AP. In such loaded WLAN systems, the allowed number of users per multi-user (MU) group, N u , that the AP can serve simultaneously is less than the number of mobile stations in the network. Thus, selecting sets of user(s) using SU-TxBF or MU-MIMO transmission along with scheduling all these groups over successive time slots is essential for achieving high system throughput while guaranteeing user fairness.
In the past few years, the research efforts on MU-MIMO user selection for downlink transmission can be divided into user pairing when N u = 2 and user grouping when N u ≥ 3 . For user pairing, a low complexity solution is proposed in [11] for improved system throughput, but it cannot achieve maximal system throughput because it is a greedy approach. The optimal and polynomial time solution is presented in [12] , where the authors analyze the user pairing for downlink MU-MIMO with zero forcing precoding and show that the problem can be solved optimally as a combinatorial optimization problem [13] .
For user grouping, two commonly used metrics for grouping users are estimated capacity and user orthogonality, which are both calculated based on the channel states. The orthogonalitybased (or Frobenius norm-based) grouping approaches, such as [14] , greedily group the most orthogonal users in one group with respect to channel-norm-related parameters and disperse highlycorrelated users over different time slots. Capacity-based grouping approaches, such as [15] , adopt estimated capacity as the metric to greedily group users for improving the system throughput. These user grouping strategies are designed primarily for cases where multiuser diversity offers abundant channel directions, i.e., the transmitter can find user groups with good spatial separation among users. An effective capacity-based strategy with a MAC layer design is presented in [16] that considers every MU transmission group has equal number of users. The available techniques do not provide the optimal framework to decide whether SU-TxBF or MU-MIMO should be used, and how many and which users should be assigned into an MU group. These are important concerns in real environments with unpredictable channel correlations among users. Particularly for scenarios where the channel correlation is high, flexible group sizes can be beneficial and SU-TxBF can outperform MU-MIMO. This has been demonstrated in different radio environments, especially in outdoor scenarios [17] . Since WLAN deployments in the coming years will include public and outdoor areas [18] , a need arises for the WLAN APs to select beamforming modes according to the radio environment. This paper provides a framework for answering the question of how to group users for commercial WLAN scenarios. The main contributions are summarized as follows.
1. We model the user grouping problem using a hypergraph and show that the maximum hypergraph matching provides the optimal solution for choosing between SU-TxBF and MU-MIMO. We demonstrate an approach to determine how many users and which users to assign to the MU groups to maximize system throughput subject to MU-MIMO air time fairness. 2. We develop an efficient and scalable algorithm based on graph matching for solving the above problem and evaluate its performance using an 802.11ac emulator based on our collected channel measurements in an office environment and simulated outdoor conditions. The results show that the proposed algorithm achieves at least 93% of the optimal system throughput, which outperforms the state-of-art algorithms, such as Zero Forcing with Selection (ZFS) [15] and Semi-orthogonal User Selection (SUS) [14] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the problem statement with system description and derives the complexity of the exhaustive search solution. In Section 3 , we model the grouping problem using a hypergraph, and show that the maximum hypergraph matching provides the optimal solution. An efficient algorithm, which is based on graph matching, is proposed for the IEEE 802.11ac system. Section 4 presents the experimental results, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Problem context and formulation
In this section, we describe the downlink MU-MIMO transmission context ( Section 2.1 ), and introduce MU-MIMO air time fairness ( Section 2.2 ). The formulation of the problem with the solution space analysis is given in Section 2.3 .
Downlink MU-MIMO transmission
We consider a downlink MU-MIMO scenario in WLAN which consists of one AP with N t antennas and M mobile stations, each equipped with 1-receive antenna. The AP serves all mobile stations.
We consider two transmission modes: SU-TxBF and MU-MIMO. We refer to them as SU and M U X , where X stands for the number of users in the MU group. The AP supports both SU and M U X transmission modes and can flexibly switch between them and between M U X and M U Y ( X = Y ). We denote N u to be the maximum number of users in an MU group for the considered system. Similar to the MAC protocol used in [19] [20] [21] , the AP acquires the channel state information (CSI) of all active users before performing downlink MU transmission in a transmit opportunity (TXOP) period.
Fairness criterion
Throughput maximization and fairness consideration are two important criteria for WLAN design and deployment. Throughput maximization aims to either maximize the individual throughput of each station or the overall throughput of the network. However, such strategies can result in unfair quality of service (QoS) delivery among the mobile stations.
Fairness in a non-MU-MIMO WLAN system, such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g, can be classified into two categories: throughput fairness and air time fairness (ATF). Systems employing throughput fairness provide equal throughput for each individual station in the network. However, as observed in [22] , when one or more mobile stations use a lower bit rate than the others, the aggregate throughput of all stations is drastically reduced. This is because lower-rate stations capture the channel for more time. This penalizes higher-rate stations. The extreme case is where one station's rate is so low that it occupies most of the air time. To overcome this deficiency of throughput fairness, [23] and [24] present the advantages of ATF, where each competing node receives an equal share of the wireless channel time. They demonstrate that this notion of fairness can lead to significant improvements in aggregate throughput while still guaranteeing that no node receives worse channel access than it would if all stations were using the same transmission rate. In addition, it is shown that the long-term individual throughput of a station is proportional to that station's data rate capability. Thus, ATF helps to control transmissions in such a way that it gives WLAN users a better and more predictable wireless experience. Under the concept of ATF, user fairness is achieved when each user gets equal time to transmit in the network with only SISO transmissions.
We extend ATF to MU-MIMO ATF for the downlink MU-MIMO WLAN scenario. Consider that the AP serves the stations in turns in a Round-Robin manner [25] . If time duration T SU is allocated for a single-user transmission and time duration T MU is allocated for a multi-user transmission, then T MU = T SU · N mu defines MU-MIMO ATF, where N mu is the number of users in the multi-user transmission group. In other words, MU-ATF entails that the transmission time allocated to a M U N mu group is N mu times that of an SU.
There are two explanations why MU-MIMO ATF is more applicable than ATF across groups. First, encouraging higher order MU transmission increases the system throughput. This is because with a larger percentage of total transmission time allocated to MU transmission, there is higher spectral efficiency and thus higher throughput. Second, if the ATF is equal across groups, the actual data rate for each user in an MU transmission may be lower than that for single user transmission. This could discourage MU-MIMO transmission. To illustrate this, consider a six-station scenario where there is one SU transmission (Station-A), one MU group with two users (Station-B, Station-C), and one MU group with three users (Station-D, Station-E, Station-F). We denote the data rate for SU, M U 2 , and M U 3 as r su , r mu 2 , and r mu 3 , where typically r mu 2 ≤ 2 · r su and r mu 3 ≤ 3 · r su under the same channel conditions. If the air time fairness were equal across groups, then the throughput of devices operating in MU transmission (B, C, D, E, and F, in this case) would be potentially lower than the legacy devices or MU-disabled 802.11ac devices. This discourages MU transmission and MU devices. Therefore, we consider the following multiuser air time fairness (MU-ATF) criterion: the users in a group take turns being the primary user, and ATF is then the fairness among all of the primary users in an MU group and the SU receivers. For the previous 6-station example, this air time fairness criterion would then lead to transmission period A , ( B C), ( C B), ( D EF), ( E FD), and ( F DE).
Problem formulation and solution space
Consider M single-antenna mobile stations, Station-1 to Station-M, are divided into K groups. We denote the user index set of the k th group as
In other words, each group contains at most N u stations being a subset of the M stations in the system, where N u is the system-specific maximum group size. The estimated capacity expression is
where B is the system bandwidth, P m is the power allocated for user m , h m is the frequency-domain channel response vector for user m , and w m is the steering vector for user m . R ( G k ) is the estimated capacity of SU-TxBF where | G k | = 1 ; is the estimated capacity for the MU-MIMO transmission of group G k where
Thus, the user grouping problem for throughput maximization subject to MU-ATF can be formulated as follows:
where K and G k (for k = 1 . . . K) are the decision variables. The MU-ATF is implicitly guaranteed in the maximization expression through the | G k | term. And the constraint ensures that each user appears either as a single user transmission or in one MU group.
A straightforward way to guarantee the maximum throughput is to conduct an exhaustive search over all possible grouping candidates. There are many ways to group the users even in small networks. For example, in a network of only six stations where up to three stations can be grouped for MU transmission, (1) SUTxBF can be used for each station, (2) stations can be grouped us-
tions, (3) stations can be grouped using two M U 3 groups with 20 combinations, (4) the six stations can be grouped as one SU , one M U 2 and one M U 3 with 60 combinations, and so forth. This totals 296 combinations.
The number of possible grouping combinations increases exponentially with the number of stations. It is of order 10 n −5 for 6 < n < 20 stations and N u = 3 , and larger for larger MU groups. Thus, the exhaustive search is not scalable and infeasible for practical applications.
Hypergraph modeling and algorithm design
We use graph theory tools to model and solve the user grouping problem. We show that the maximum hypergraph matching provides the optimal solution for maximizing system throughput subject to MU-MIMO air time fairness when we can choose between SU-TxBF and MU-MIMO. We develop algorithms for the special case where the system supports M U 2 and SU only and for the general case where any number of users can be grouped in an MU transmission. We show that an optimal solution of polynomial time complexity exists for the special case and propose a scalable heuristic algorithm for the general case.
Hypergraph modeling
We use the hypergraph to model the grouping problem. A graph G = ( V, E ) comprises a set V of vertices together with a set E of edges. Each edge is associated with two vertices. If the graph is weighted, each edge is given a numerical value as its weight. A hypergraph [26] is a generalization of a graph. It consists of vertices and hyperedges, where each hyperedge connects any nonzero number of vertices from V . In a weighted hypergraph, a single numerical value is associated with each hyperedge. An example hypergraph with twelve vertices and ten hyperedges is shown in Fig. 1 . In this example, e 1 , e 2 and e 9 are hyperedges that connect two vertices, hyperedges e 3 , e 5 , e 7 and e 8 connect three vertices, whereas e 4 , e 6 and e 10 are each associated with a single vertex.
We denote | e i | the number of vertices that e i connects.
In a hypergraph, any subset S ⊆ E is called a matching if any two hyperedges in the subset do not have a common vertex, i.e., ∀ e i , e j ∈ S, e i ∩ e j = φ. Subsets { e 1 , e 3 , e 4 } , { e 7 , e 9 } , and { e 1 , e 3 , e 4 , e 7 , e 9 } are three example matchings for the hypergraph of Fig. 1 . If every vertex in the hypergraph is incident to exactly one hyperedge of the matching, it is called a complete matching. The matching { e 1 , e 3 , e 4 , e 6 , e 7 , e 9 } is a complete matching of the hypergraph example.
In our grouping problem, vertex v i in the hypergraph represents station i in the network and hyperedge e j stands for an SU-TxBF or MU group. For example, e 4 represents a single user group with station 5, whereas e 3 represents an M U 3 group with stations 3, 4 and 6. Depending on the number of vertices that e j connects, its edge weight, w j , corresponds to the estimated capacity R ( G k ) according to ( 1 ) for either SU-TxBF or MU-MIMO transmission of the given group (1 user, 2 users or 3 … etc.). Therefore, the problem of maximizing the throughput under the MU-ATF criterion can be reformulated as finding a complete matching S ⊆ E of hyperedges such that
(1) for any two distinct hyperedges e i , e j ∈ S, e i ∩ e j = φ, and (2)
The first statement ensures that any station appears in only one single group, whereas the second maximizes the sum throughput based on the MU-ATF criterion. Our system design problem can, thus, be equivalently transformed to the maximum matching problem [27] in a weighted hypergraph known from graph theory. The objective is to find a matching that maximizes the sum of the weights in the matching, which is called maximum matching in graph theory. Finding the maximum matching is a fundamental problem in combinatorial optimization and has various applications.
In a hypergraph where each hyperedge can connect any nonzero number of vertices, the maximum matching problem becomes very complex and was proven to be NP-hard [27] . All the well-known approximation algorithms for the hypergraph matching problem are based on local search methods [28] . A promising algorithm comes from Berman [29] who developed a (
) -approximation algorithm. There are two issues with adopting these algorithms for our application. Since all user grouping combinations are allowed, the calculation of all the corresponding hypergraph weights is proportional to | V | N u , which requires significant computation for reasonable problem sizes. In addition, all the local-search-based algorithms are heuristic in nature and thus do not guarantee finding the optimal solution.
Here we propose a new design approach for optimizing the sum-throughput under MU-ATF criterion while reducing the computational complexity. We start with the case where N u = 2 , i.e., only M U 2 and SU are supported by the system. We then extend this to the general case where M U X ( X being any positive number) and SU are supported.
Algorithm design
We first consider the N u = 2 case and show that the optimal grouping problem can be efficiently solved for systems that allow only SU-TxBF and 2-user MU groups ( Section 3.2.1 ). We then develop an efficient graph matching algorithm based on graph theory principles for the general case where any number of users can be assigned to groups of different sizes ( Section 3.2.2 ).
M U 2 + SU
The M U 2 + SU grouping problem is inherently more difficult to solve than M U 2 grouping. M U 2 user pairing [12] can be optimally solved for maximum throughput by directly adopting the Hungarian method [30] . However, this method cannot be used for solving our M U 2 + SU case subject to the MU-ATF criterion. Here, we show that the grouping problem in this case can be modeled as a symmetric maximum matching problem in a weighted bipartite graph. This problem can be optimally and efficiently solved by the Blossom algorithm [31] , which is a polynomial time solution.
The weighted bipartite graph is a graph whose vertices are divided into two disjoint sets V 1 and V 2 . The matching then happens between vertices in V 1 and vertices in V 2 . Sets V 1 and V 2 in our problem each contain all vertices in the system, where a vertex stands for a mobile station in the network. The weight of the edge connecting a station in V 1 with a station in V 2 represents the data rate of the M U 2 group of stations if the two connected stations are not the same; otherwise, the weight indicates for the SU-TxBF data rate for that station. Thus, the candidate matchings of the bipartite graph provide the candidate user grouping solutions, and the matching with the maximum sum weight is the optimal grouping for M U 2 + SU case.
For example, in the six-station scenario, all six stations (A -F) are assigned to both sets, V 1 in the first row and V 2 in the second of Fig. 2 , which illustrates the matching ( A ), ( B C), ( C B), ( D E) , ( E D), Notice that the matching in Fig. 2 is a symmetric matching: if B in V 1 connects to C in V 2 , then C in V 1 connects to B in V 2 . This is a characteristic of our M U 2 + SU problem. The symmetric matching of the weighted bipartite graph can be optimally solved using the Blossom algorithm, which has polynomial time complexity [31] .
If there were no requirement on matching symmetry, B in V 2 could, for instance, connect to D in V 1 even if B in V 1 does not connect to D in V 2 . In such a case where the matching is not required to be symmetric, a polynomial time solution, Hungarian algorithm [30] , can be used. The Hungarian algorithm is not suitable for our M U 2 + SU case, but we will use it as part of the solution for the M U X + SU case.
M U x + SU
We propose an efficient graph matching algorithm (GMA) for solving the M U x + SU problem, which directly reduces to the optimal solution for M U 2 + SU case when X = 2 . The basic design idea is to repeatedly apply weighted bipartite graph matching to form higher order MU groups and split the low data rate groups. The following steps describe the operations for obtaining the final grouping results, illustrated in Fig. 3 for a twelve-station scenario. In Step 1, the Blossom algorithm partitions the users into M U 2 or SU. These groups are then sorted in descending order of data rates in Step 2. The low throughput groups are decomposed into single user groups for the asymmetric weighted bipartite graph matching, which is solved by the Hungarian algorithm in Step 3. Notice that the purpose of the decomposition is to split the low throughput user groups as necessary for the input for Hungarian algorithm; therefore, the decomposition is not a function of any system parameters, such as network scale or user orthogonality. In Step 4, for each new group, if the group provides a higher total data rate, the grouping result is kept; otherwise, the previous group assignment remains. This procedure is executed repeatedly for N u > 3. More precisely, a single run is needed for M U 3 , two runs are needed for M U 4 , and so forth.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 for twelve stations. The Blossom algorithm is applied to the weighted bipartite graph, grouping the station into M U 2 or SU groups. The M U 2 groups here are (AG), (EH), (BJ), (DK), and (FI), whereas C and L remain as SU groups. The resulting groups are sorted according to their throughput and are divided into two sets, one containing the higher throughput groups and the other the lower throughput SU-TxBF users. Asymmetric weighted bipartite matching is then applied to the two disjoint sets using the Hungarian algorithm and leads to (EHF), (DKC), (AGI) and (BJL). If a newly formed group, such as (EFH), leads to a higher throughput than before, the grouping result is accepted; otherwise, the previous group assignment-(EH) and (F)-is kept. Here, the throughput of (EFH) is higher than the sum throughput of (EH) and (F). On the other hand, (DK) and (C) is a better option than (CDK). If the maximum number of users in a group is N u = 3, the final grouping result is obtained as (EFH), (AGI), (BJL), (DK) and (C). If more users per MU group were permitted, the procedure would resume at Step 2. Compared with local search methods, the weight computation cost is reduced from
. Table 1 provides the algorithm description in the form of a pseudo code. Lines 1-9 represent the use of the Blossom algorithm to group users into M U 2 + SU groups. Lines 12-27 describe the sorting and splitting of the grouping results. Lines 28-35 correspond to the use of the Hungarian algorithm for forming higher order MU groups. The process then loops back to line 11 for M U 4 or higherorder groups. It is easy to observe that this approach provides a solution in polynomial time because the main processes are the (1) Blossom algorithm, which has the complexity of O( | V | 3 ) , (2) the sorting operation, which has a complexity of O( | V | log| V | ) , and (3) the Hungarian algorithm, which is of complexity of O( | V | 3 ) . Hence, the overall complexity order is O ( N u | V | 3 ) . 
Evaluation

Experimental system
We obtained channel information measurements for our validation using four MIMO test nodes, each equipped with fourantennas and Qualcomm Chipset QCA9980 which is a four-spatialstream IEEE 802.11ac transceiver chipset. We conducted the overthe-air transmission over the 40 MHz channel in an office environment. One test node operated as the transmitter AP, and the other three nodes were used to emulate twelve single-antenna receiver stations. We positioned the twelve receive antennas away from one another, at random locations in the office. The twelve sets of captured channel samples were then used to mimic the channel from one four-antenna AP to twelve single-antenna stations. We conducted the channel measurements while there was significant human movement in the measurement environment.
We implemented the measurement-driven MU-MIMO-OFDM emulator rigorously according to the IEEE 802.11ac specifications [2] . This emulator was seeded with the over-the-air channel information to test the performance of the media access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layer algorithms. The system settings are summarized in Table 2 .
To evaluate the performance of our graph matching algorithms (GMAs) proposed in Section 3 , we compare it with three other state-of-the-art user grouping approaches: (a) Zero Forcing with Selection (ZFS) [15] , (b) Semi-orthogonal User Selection (SUS) [14] , and (c) Random Selection. ZFS selects the user with the highest channel capacity to be the first member in a group and then finds the next user based on the potential sum rate in each selection iteration. SUS picks an ungrouped user to be added to a group based on the qualified and highest effective channel norm value to the existing group. We select the best-performing SUS variant for our evaluation. Random selection randomly selects a user until the cardinality of the group reaches N u . We also implement the full search (exhaustive search), which provides the optimal system throughput subject to MU-ATF. The algorithms are compared based on measured and simulated channels. Fig. 4 shows the system throughput as a function of the total number of users in the network for the system in which the largest MU transmission group size is two. We observe that the Blossom algorithm achieves the same system throughput as the full search no matter how many users exist in the network. This is because when only M U 2 and SU are allowed in the system, the Blossom algorithm provides the optimal solution as discussed in Section 3.1 . The performance of random selection is the lowest among all approaches, which is as expected because it does not take any channel information into consideration when forming transmission groups. The performance of ZFS and SUS are better than random selection, but worse than the optimal solution because they are both heuristic in nature. We also observe that the system throughput increases with the number of users in the network for the Blossom algorithm, ZFS, and SUS. This is because the search space for each algorithm becomes larger so there is a higher chance to find a better grouping result. Fig. 5 shows the system throughput results for the scenario where up to 3 stations can be grouped for MU transmission. We observe that our proposed GMA is closest to the optimal solution which is bounded by full search. The proposed algorithm outperforms ZFS and SUS. The reason for this can be explained by the group splitting and regrouping mechanisms discussed in Section 3.2.2 . This is to say, effective reshuffling of the users to different groups leads to high system throughput, which is very close to the optimum. From Fig. 5 , we observe that our proposed algorithm leads to a system throughput of 98% of the optimal throughput for the considered scenario.
Evaluation based on the measured channels
When we examine how users are grouped, we find that MU transmission is preferred by all approaches. That is to say, the more users can be grouped for transmission, the higher the system throughput becomes. This means that the correlation among the channels perceived at the different antennas is very low, which can be explained by the random placement of the receive antennas in the office. To mimic an outdoor environment where there is typically much higher channel correlation and line-of-sight (LOS) effects, we evaluate the algorithms using simulated correlated channels in Section 4.3 . 
Evaluation based on the simulated channels
We have observed that the all the methods attempt to group as many users as possible for transmission. The low channel correlation explains why even the random selection approach can lead to a reasonable system throughput. Now we consider the outdoor case where there is typically a higher correlation between users' channels and larger line-of-sight (LOS) effects than indoor environments. The channel is simulated using a Rician fading channel where the k factor is set to 8 dB and the user number is 12. Fig. 6 shows the system throughput for the different algorithms as a function of the correlation coefficient in the scenario where there are 3 correlated users. We observe that the throughput performance of the full search, the proposed GMA, ZFS, and SUS do not depend on the value of the correlation coefficient ρ. This is because M U 3 is always used as long as none of the three correlated users are grouped together. On the other hand, the performance of random selection degrades with increasing value of ρ. This is reasonable because the correlated users can be grouped together and higher correlation among users in the MU transmission leads to significantly lower data rates.
An even more severe throughput drop for the random selection is observed in Fig. 7 , which shows the results for the case of 6 correlated users in the network. For example, the system throughput is around 235 Mbps in the 3-correlated-user scenario if ρ equals 0.6 and drops to 160 Mbps when the number of correlated users increases to six. This is because with six as opposed to three correlated users, there is a higher chance that the random selection would group correlated users together for MU transmission. Fig. 7 clearly indicates the benefit of flexible group sizes. The throughput performances of all approaches degrade as the value of channel correlation index ρ increases. Random selection always chooses maximum group sizes, which leads to a considerably higher relative throughput loss than other approaches for ρ ≥ 0.2. This is so because GMA, SUS, and ZFS avoid grouping the correlated user together and, thus, M U 2 or even SU transmission may be preferred over M U 3 . The degradation from M U 3 to M U 2 and/or SU leads to the system throughput drops for GMA, SUS, and ZFS. Among all the analyzed algorithms, the proposed GMA performs closest to optimum and achieves at least 93% of the optimal system throughput.
We then measured the runtime of grouping functionality among all the approaches. To compare the complexity of the approaches, we set the random selection as the baseline. Fig. 8 plots the relative complexity with respect to random selection in dB.
As expected, full search needs considerably more time to complete and is not a feasible solution when the network size increases. Although GMA requires more time than SUS and ZFS, all the heuristic algorithms' runtime increases with the network size much slower than full search as they are all polynomial time solutions. Notice that the Blossom and Hungarian algorithms can be parallelized as investigated in [32, 33] . Using Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) for hardware acceleration, the runtime can be further reduced.
In this paper, similar to [14, 15, [19] [20] [21] , we set the AP to acquire CSI of all active users before performing downlink MU transmission in a TXOP period. The focus of this paper is to provide a lowcomplexity grouping algorithm to effectively select user(s) for single user transmit beamforming or multi-user MIMO transmission. The proposed grouping strategy works with any sounding interval and is independent of how the sounding interval is decided. Largescale networks, with large sounding overhead which are beyond the scope of this paper, can also be divided into a few small scale network sets to be served in turn and apply the proposed grouping strategy.
Conclusion
This paper formulates the optimization problem for choosing among different MU-MIMO transmission modes and SU-TxBF for practical WLAN deployments in emerging indoor-outdoor scenarios. A hypergraph matching-based solution is proposed and demonstrated to be effective for solving the user grouping problem that maximizes throughput while providing MU-MIMO air time fairness. The optimal grouping result is first derived for the 2-user group case, followed by an extension to the more general case where any number of users can be assigned to groups of different sizes as a function of the radio environment. A computationally efficient approach is proposed for practical system implementation. Using our collected indoor channel measurements, we have evaluated the proposed algorithms under the specification framework of IEEE 802.11ac. The results demonstrate the suitability of the algorithms for low and high correlated channels, emulating indoor and outdoor practical WLAN deployments. Our proposed algorithm achieves at least 93% of the optimal system throughput in all test cases and is within 98% of the optimal solution for the conducted indoor experiments. We are currently extending our work to analyze the system delay in scenarios where users have different traffic patterns and queuing lengths. The design and implementation of the parallelized version of the proposed algorithm for ASIC design is also planned for our future work. In addition, future work will jointly analyze the user grouping and sounding problem as well as the implications of large-scale networks.
